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9 Green Sign Tips Architects Can Use to 
Wow Their Clients 

 
 
 
Positioning your firm as a green sign provider makes sense.  
 
Most architects have clients who want to go “green” or - like it or not - have to comply with 
mounting regulations regarding environmental impact. Those clients look to you for 
guidance when it’s time to repair, replace, or install a new sign – and they expect you to 
offer the solutions that are best for their business and for the planet. The good news is 
there are more options for eco-friendly signage than ever before.  
 
The bad news is that sign industry regulations and green building guidelines are anything 
but evergreen. They change constantly, and of course it’s critical that you keep up.  
 
The International Code Council recently passed its first International 
Green Construction Code – and the sign industry requested changes 
before the ink was dry. Local sign ordinances, LEED requirements, and 
compliance definitions change annually (at least), and it seems each 
new study on signage, lighting and motorist safety, and the effects of 
light trespass contradicts the last. 
 
Feeling a little overwhelmed? Relax. 
 
 
Here are nine tips from signage experts you can put to use 
today and profitably share with your clients. 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
http://www.ussc.org/dbFiles/SignpowerCurrent.pdf�
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1. Signage can help with LEED certification 
 
A growing number of interior wall coverings can help buildings accumulate credit toward 
the US Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
certification. These materials include some digitally printed decorations, window graphics 
and some door coatings.  
 
Credits vary across eight LEED certification categories, including materials and resources, 
indoor environmental quality, and innovation in design, among others. While signage may 
not seem like a large percentage of a building project, it can add up to a significant amount 
of LEED credits. Consider:  
 
In the Materials & Resources category, credits can be earned for building reuse by  
     •  using portions of existing interior walls, doors, floor coverings and ceiling systems, 
     •  recycling or salvaging at least 50 percent of weight of demolished materials,  
     •  using materials with recycled content, and by 
     •  specifying that at least 20 percent of building materials are locally sourced, meaning 
         that they travel less than 500 miles to your building site.   
 
Other qualifying agencies offer additional opportunities to earn LEED credits. For example, 
interior signs crafted from materials approved by or managed in a way that’s certified by 
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified suppliers can help your clients accumulate 
credits toward achieving LEED certification, or attaining a higher level of certification.  
 
Considering the amount of interior signing necessary in many schools, retail locations and 
office buildings, ensuring your designs and project plans are compatible with 
qualifying materials and specifying that only those materials be used can help your 
clients accumulate the LEED credits they need. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

2. Upgrades provide big environmental benefits at a fraction   
        of the cost of new 
 
When existing signs are unsightly, inefficient, not up to code or simply not up to the 
business owner’s expectations, “out with the old” is often viewed as the only way to go. 
 
On the other hand, refurbishing is smart - and when it makes sense, it really makes sense.  

The Inside Story 
One study showed improving 

indoor air quality in commercial 
buildings resulted in a 39% 

reduction in staff sick days and 
a 7%- to 10% increase in 

worker productivity. 

 

39% of building 
owners are planning 
to pursue green 
certifications for 
existing buildings by 
2013. 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
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When you reuse portions of an existing sign, your client saves money on new material (that 
doesn’t have to be mined and manufactured), less waste gets hauled to the landfill and 
ongoing operating/energy costs can be reduced by 40 percent or more.  When you 
compare the energy savings you can reap from swapping out old neon or fluorescent tubes 
for new, efficient LEDs, the rapid ROI might surprise you and delight your clients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Retrofitting a sign to accept new cooler-burning T8 LEDs is one example of how renewing 
an old sign can make a big difference. It’s a small step (and relatively small investment for 
your client) that can make a big difference in energy use and costs. When sign contractors 
are properly trained and use only UL listed, approved kits and bulbs, old signs may become 
safer in the upgrade process, too. 

 
 3. Green signs attract business 

  
About 20 percent of US adults identify as 
“green” consumers – a demographic that’s 
expected to grow by nearly 40 percent in the 
next decade. Unfortunately, as your retail 
clients can attest, consumers who say they 
support efficient production methods and low-
emitting, non-polluting and sustainable 
products don’t want to pay more to fund those 
earth-friendly ideals. 
 
Green to Gold author Andrew Winston calls 
environmental appeal the “third button” to 
push when selling products. The first two: 

price and quality. (Give consumers points for being practical.) 
 

 
The iconic, 1950s-era sign above Cambridge 

Savings Bank at Harvard Square was a 
beacon and a great advertisement for the 

bank – except when the neon would go dark. 
And that happened too often. It was bad for 

the bank’s image and for the bottom line, 
since each repair cost at least $400. Metro 
Sign & Awning replaced the leaky faces and 
swapped the expensive neon for vastly more 

efficient LEDs. Now the old, familiar sign 
looks like new. 

Share the good news 
Help your clients understand how to promote 
their signs’ green benefits and attract more 

environmentally-conscious consumers to 
their businesses.  

Metro Sign provides its partners with a free 
press release template clients can use to 
promote their new, green signs. Contact 

Elena Berry to find out how your customers 
can highlight the benefits of their signs to 

environmentally conscious shoppers.  
 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
https://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=18693�
http://www.greeningretail.ca/best/energy-conservation/best_energy_conserv_multi.dot�
file:///C:\Users\Keith%20Loris\Documents\Sales%20Renewal%20shared\Clients\MSA\Sell%20Services\editorial\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary%20Internet%20Files\Content.Outlook\NIC7LEZ9\Macintosh%20HD:\Cordero,%20M.%20Five%20Ways%20to%20Use%20Green%20to%20Grow%20Your%20Business%20with%20Marketing%20and%20PR.%20Intuit%20Small%20Business%20website.%20Posted%209-1-11%20accessed%203-13-12%20at%20http\--blog.intuit.com-marketing-five-ways-to-use-green-to-grow-your-business-with-marketing-and-pr-�
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Happily, green signs provide that third button – a button that can be pushed as long as the 
sign is visible.  Signs appeal to shoppers’ sustainable sensibilities, giving them the positive 
feelings they crave, without requiring them to pay more for products. 

4. Over a sign’s life cycle, some plastics are greener than wood 
Plastics often get a bad rap, but many are 
environmentally friendly. High-density urethane 
(HDU) and expanded polystyrene (EPS) are prime 
examples.  
 
Because HDU and EPS suppliers know having minimal 
environmental impact is a competitive advantage, 
they manage their manufacturing processes to reduce 
waste, and many manufacturers use a high percentage 
of post-consumer recycled materials in their products. 

 
In addition, from a construction, financial, and 
environmental viewpoint, the new materials offer 
tremendous advantages. For example, HDU weighs less 
than wood, yet is longer-lasting and requires virtually 
no maintenance.  Unlike wood, the new plastics are 
impervious to water and insects. The signs don’t bow, 
crack, or expand – and they even look good “raw,” or 
unpainted. And from the perspective of impact over a 
sign’s life cycle, plastic can be greener than wood (see Tip 
#5). 
 
Another green benefit:  Because the material is lighter 
than wood and isn’t compromised by water or insects, 
there’s no need to install concrete pads under most 
monument signs. 

 

5.  Sustainable signs are more than the sum of their parts 
 
When considering the environmental impact of a sign, manufacturing, 
maintenance and life cycle issues are as important as energy 
consumption. 
 
How often will the bulbs need to be replaced? Will the sign ever need to 
be painted? Where did the raw materials come from?  You may have to 
educate your client, or explain to a city official that your sign may be 
“greener” than they realize. For example, the environmental impact of 
manufacturing a sign that lasts for 10 years is about half of one that only lasts for 5 years, 
longer lasting materials mean fewer repair trips, etc. In other words, longer lasting signs 
have smaller carbon footprints.  
 

 
Lighter and longer-lasting than wood, HDU  
is ideal for many overhead hanging signs.  

A note of caution 
Although HDU and EPS are 
excellent choices for a wide 

variety of sign installations, their 
lighter weight also carries some 

risk. Take special care with 
outdoor installations, anchoring 

signs securely, particularly in 
windy areas, and ensure safety 

with proper installation. Partner 
with firms that have extensive 

experience in working with these 
new eco-friendly plastics. 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
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LEDs in illuminated signs generally use less than half of the energy of older fluorescents, 
and last eight- to ten times longer. New T8 LEDs burn even cooler than the older T5s. Such 
features can be easy to overlook, but when added together, the green benefits are huge. 
More and more organizations are beginning to use 
Sustainable ROI (SROI) calculations that take into 
account more than financial returns, and that factor in 
much broader benefits.  
 
 
6. LED payback may be quicker than you think 

 
Apparent conflicts between and questions about LEED criteria and Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) standards probably won’t be resolved soon, but some green concepts are proven 
beyond a shadow of a doubt. Light emitting diode (LED) lighting is probably one of the first 
things you bring up when you discuss Sustainable ROI (SROI) with your clients.  

 
In addition to using far less energy than other types of bulbs, LEDs offer maintenance-free 
operation for up to 25 years, and they’re effective almost anywhere.  According to 
EnergyStar, 
 

“Qualified commercial products use at least 75% less energy and last 35 times 
longer than incandescent lighting. Plus, qualified LED lighting produces virtually no 
heat and provides optimal light color for any environment from parking lots to high-
end show rooms. ” 
 

Once your clients understand the (standard) ROI of LEDs – that even though the initial 
outlay for LEDs can be three to five times more than for other types of lighting, the payback 
may be up to ten times faster - they’re ready to consider other factors, such as 
environmental impact over a sign’s life cycle, and the fact that consumers want to support 
businesses that demonstrate environmental responsibility. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
But while return 
on lighting 
investments are 

often calculated on energy savings alone (ROI for most sign illumination projects is usually 

Because LEDs have fewer 
parts, they require fewer 

repairs – reducing 
maintenance costs and 

hassles. Fewer trucks on the 
road and less pollution is 

good news for anyone who 
drives, or breathes. 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
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achieved in two to three years), reduced power consumption is only one factor to consider. 
Costs are recouped much faster when utility rebates, real estate credits for LEED 
certification, and local grant monies for environmentally responsible projects are added to 
the mix.  
 
And perhaps most importantly, LED light is preferred by consumers.  
 

 
The Lighting Research Center (LRC), a part of Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, has studied LEDs for color and light 
uniformity, as well as for shoppers’ impressions of retail 
displays and signage using LED lighting. Customers surveyed 
found displays using LEDs as appealing or more so than 
those using fluorescent lights. Similar results were found 
when LRC conducted performance comparisons of LEDs used 
in outdoor signage. 
 

 
 

7. Finding the green lining in wayfinding  
 
Wayfinding that works is about more than just preventing visitors 
from getting lost. In the bigger picture, it’s about reducing pollution 
and use of resources. City government representatives will add that 
wayfinding saves taxpayers money and improves their quality of life 
by enhancing the walkability of neighborhoods and accessibility of 
business districts.  
 
Signs that are exposed to the elements and accessible to potential 
vandals must be durable and helpful, assisting users in reaching 
their destinations safely whether they’re walking, driving, or cycling. 
Ensure the signs have the smallest possible carbon footprint by 
specifying green building materials and local suppliers whenever 
you can.  

 
US Green Building Council’s (LEED-ND) (for Neighborhood Development) focuses on 
wayfinding for pedestrians and cyclists as well as motorists, but creative sign design 
experts can incorporate the LEED principles into any wayfinding project, even one that is 
entirely indoors.  

  
After all, if your signs help a visitor determine that it’s easier to walk from one building to 
another than to drive, that’s a win for the environment, too.  
 
 
 
 

The U.S. Department of 
Energy estimates that, by 

2027, adoption of LED 
lighting in the US could avoid 

40 new power plants and 
reduce lighting electricity 

demand by 33%. 

Because 
wayfinding 
signage is 
necessarily 
accessible 

to the public, sign 
safety and 

durability are 
paramount. 

 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
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8. Zoning boards can be shown the light 
 
Getting a green light from the zoning board sometimes requires 
being willing to provide a little green education about materials and 
manufacturing, installation processes, or ongoing maintenance 
issues.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Design Review Board Decides 
Plastic can present the right image 

When working with a developer to replace an existing multi-tenant 
freestanding sign in Ellicottville, NY, where the materials were required 
to be made of wood and metal with no digital signage allowed, Metro 
Sign and Awning principles negotiated with the Village government on 
behalf of the main occupant, a gas station.   By showing the Design 
Review Board that digital gas price changer signs have enhanced 
appearance vs. manual changers – a modern approach with a historic 
‘feel’ – Metro was able to obtain approval for the use of digital signage 
to display the gas prices. Metro also obtained approval for the use of 
HDU material (with a wood grain), by explaining its longevity (see Tip 
#4) and other advantages. The result: a relieved developer, a happy 
tenant, and the image that the Historic District wanted to portray. 

http://metrosignandawning.com/�
http://www.metrosignandawning.com/�
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9. Don’t go it alone. 
 

The difference between a sign supplier and sign partner is this: signage experts understand 
that a sign is more than a sign.  They know that retail research indicates as many as 50 
percent of new customers venture into a store because of the sign. That a single sign can 
represent an entire market segment, such as the awning that provides additional outdoor 
seating, or one that allows a business to offer new customer service options, like a drive-
through window.   

 
An expert in green sign design knows how each element of a sign affects its environmental 
impact, and also understands the business decisions behind the sign -  from minimizing 
liability, energy use and potential safety hazards to more mundane matters like cleaning 
and maintenance issues.  And a true signage partner is willing to educate you, your client 
and even zoning boards. 
 
 
 
   

 
         Bonus Tip 

        Wondering about awnings, LEED, and Historic 
Preservation?   

We’ve gotcha’ covered.  
 

Find this tip (and more) at: 
 www.metrosignandawning.com 
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